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“Unlike so many so-called experts, Izabela was able to extend the issue of disruptive
leadership beyond the corporation to encompass the community and the globe. It is in
these contexts that these ideas reach their full value.”
~ William Laraque
US-International Trade Services
“Izabela is intelligent, humorous and compassionate. When she works with leaders and
teams, she provides the honesty needed to overcome their challenges. She carefully
chooses the words needed to move people from ordinary to extraordinary.”
~ Coach Sherry Winn
Two-time Olympian
National Championship Basketball Coach
“It has been a great pleasure to hear Izabela speak at Ennovity's recent Innovation
conference in New York City. As the conference's co-organizer, I greatly enjoyed her
passionate talk about ways in which local, national, and global forces are increasingly
connected in business development. Effective leadership, as Izabela demonstrates,
means greater familiarity with how these processes interact. Her talk was empowering
and extremely well received by our diverse audience of Fortune 500 innovation leaders,
independent entrepreneurs and scholars of creativity & innovation.”
~ Elisabeth Radziszewski
Leigh University

“I had the pleasure of working with Izabela, with Izabela Lundberg International when
she accepted my invitation to speak at a networking event with Project Management
Institute MileHi. Izabela is a gifted speaker. She has an extensive background including
experience in many cultures as well as her strong ability to incorporate interaction with
valuable take-aways for the audience. Her lively and genuine personality makes all feel
completely comfortable and interested to learn more. She is always encouraging and
positive. She has proven to be one of the best speakers I have worked with at an
event.”
~ Sarah Present
Oracle

“ I recommend Izabela without hesitation. Her commitment to excellence is
unsurpassed. Connect with her for great results.”
~ Gary Barnes
Speaker, Published Author, Sales Coach
“I loved your presentations and reminders about branding”
~ Elisabeth Danskin
Wells Fargo
“There are those who see a world full of possibilities and abundance. There are
those who see a world of limitations and scarcity. The former are inspirational.
The latter are not. Izabela Lundberg is the former. She is inspirational.
~ Stan Silverman
Philadelphia Business Journal Columnist & Drexel University
Vice Chairman of the Board
“Izabela is a great and a very enthusiastic speaker. Her recent presentation at
Innovation Collision 2015 was very well received. I highly recommend Izabela for
consulting and public speaking engagement.”
~ Adam Radziszewski
L’Oreal USA
	
  

